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Books are listed by country of first publication. A new version of this list will be published shortly with full book details including links to the original language edition. Follow @worldkidlit blog and social media so you don’t miss it!

**FICTION (including GRAPHIC NOVELS)**

ARGENTINA | BANGLADESH | BELGIUM | BRAZIL | BRAZIL | CHILE

CHILE | CHINA | CHINA | CHINA | CHINA | EQUATORIAL GUINEA

FINLAND | FRANCE / CÔTE D’IVOIRE | FRANCE | FRANCE | FRANCE | FRANCE

FRANCE | FRANCE | FRANCE | FRANCE | FRANCE | GERMANY

For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog #ReadTheWorld #translation #WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLit
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see [World Kid Lit blog](http://worldkidlit.com) #ReadTheWorld #translation #WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLit
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog
#ReadTheWorld #translation #WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLit
EUROPE (various)

NON-FICTION (including memoir)

FRANCE/IRAN  MEXICO  NORWAY  SPAIN  SWITZERLAND

For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog #ReadTheWorld #translation #WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #WorldKidLit